
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

Geometria faccettata 

e corpi mesh 
Quattro funzionalità necessarie quando si 

editano/modificano punti, triangoli, superfici e solidi 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Faceted geometry – or mesh models – that are often 

the mainstay of these technologies don’t flow seamlessly 

into traditional tools and product development pro- 

cesses. When additional steps and tools need to be 

added to manipulate mesh models for practical use, 

the resulting broken and disjointed workflows strangle 

productivity. In this ebook, we’ll review: 

• How effectively working with faceted models or mesh 

bodies can fix broken workflows and ease adoption 

of new technologies 

• The four capabilities that you need to effectively 

work with mesh bodies 

• How a set of tools to repair, refine and modify mesh 

bodies can help you meet your challenges 

Engineers can now easily capture the shape of many 

physical objects as point clouds, using fast and highly 

capable 3D scanners. Software tools can be used to 

stitch together such point clouds to create a mesh body 

with planar surfaces between points. These scans can 

support many different paths to redesigning, reverse 

engineering or mass-producing new components. 

Engineers can combine 3D scans with additive manufac- 

turing technologies to create a physical copy of the 

proposed design. Alternatively, engineers can develop a 

surface model using the 3D scan to create traditional 

tooling. These scans provide engineers with a new 

starting point in the product design process. However, 

the key to successfully using these approaches lies in the 

ability to refine, modify, add to or remove geometry 

from these mesh bodies. Otherwise, engineers face 

lengthy, duplicative remodeling efforts. 

 
 
 
 

It is a new era for design. 

Engineers increasingly leverage 

new technologies, including 3D 

scanning, reverse engineering, 

advanced simulation, generative 

design and additive manufacturing to 

increase innovation and improve 

design. 



Simulation 

Organizations are increasingly turning to simulation 

and analysis in the design process. Simulation models 

are composed of finite elements, each with faceted 

faces instead of smooth geometry. Ideally, engineers 

would work with the original design model used to 

create the simulation model. However, when working 

with suppliers, partners or customers, that original 

design model may be missing or unavailable, leaving 

only the mesh body of the simulation model. Engineers 

then have to recreate the model entirely from scratch. 

But engineers can bypass recreating this step if they 

have the tools to work with these geometry types. 

Instead, they can work directly with the finite element 

model’s (FEM) mesh body. The engineers save time 

they can spend elsewhere on value-added work. 

Generative design 

Generative design, or topology optimization, is a 

process that helps engineers create lighter components, 

minimizing manufacturing material waste and creating 

highly customized design especially suited for high- 

resolution 3D printing. It applies finite element methods 

and computing power to analyze hundreds of potential 

solutions, then offers the optimum shape that meets 

the design requirements. Starting with a finite element 

analysis (FEA) mesh, generative design removes 

nonessential elements from a design. The resulting 

high-quality output is a mesh- or facet-based 3D 

computer-aided design (CAD) model that can be 

edited further or sent directly to a 3D printer. 

Additive manufacturing 

The use of additive manufacturing has grown 

rapidly in recent years. Today, it is almost ready for 

use in large-scale production environments. Additive 

manufacturing equipment uses faceted geometry as 

input, primarily in an STL format. When the original 

design model, which is used to generate the STL file, 

is not available, this faceted geometry, consisting 

of only surfaces, can be challenging to edit in design 

software. The inability to modify the mesh bodies in 

these STL files would not be a problem except some- 

times engineers need to tweak these designs by 

removing a hole, adding a rib, or adjusting other design 

features. Too often that means painstakingly recreating 

such designs. Engineers can skip these nonvalue- 

added steps by using tools that work with mesh bodies. 

This approach allows engineers to accelerate the 

practical use of STL files without recreating the 

designs from scratch. 



Four key capabilities 

for working with mesh bodies 
 
 

 
Mesh bodies use points to represent 

the exterior surface of a design. CAD 

applications are used to stitch these 

points together, creating planar 

triangles, facets and other interlock- 

ing shapes to create a solid surface. 

For most applications, this means the 

mesh body is difficult to work with as 

the software can’t be used to identify 

which collections of facets make up a 

face. Instead, the model has only one 

face. The inability of CAD systems to 

intelligently recognize, easily work 

with and make changes to mesh 

bodies can cause challenges in the 

product development workflow. 

But four key capabilities ensure that 

every CAD user can work with 

this information. 

 
Opening and viewing mesh bodies 

Mesh bodies come in a range of different 

formats. For example, they can come in 

as 3D scans, results from generative 

design efforts, finite element models or 

even additive manufacturing-ready 

models. Support for a limited set of 

formats introduces interoperability and 

usability issues as well as an additional 

layer of complexity into the workflow. 

Engineers may struggle to navigate and 

work with multiple faceted model types. 

As a result, the first capability necessary 

to successfully work with mesh bodies is 

to open and view them with ease. 

Automated tools to fix and 

repair mesh bodies 

The data comprising mesh bodies may 

not always be clean, healthy and com- 

plete. For example, in the case of a 

damaged physical object, an engineer 

 
may have to remove the geometry that 

represents that damage. Alternatively, 

engineers may need to reconnect an 

errant, floating geometry with the rest of 

the model. As a result, engineers need 

automated functionality to fix and repair 

models with ease. Automating these 

time-consuming and repetitive tasks can 

expedite the design process and elimi- 

nate the potential for human error. 

Refining and tweaking mesh bodies 

Even when engineers can import or open 

a mesh body, it may not be granular 

enough to fit their needs. As a result, 

engineers need the ability to refine and 

tweak the density of mesh bodies. They 

must be able to increase the density, 

smoothing it to make it similar to a 

parametric surface, or decrease the 

density, making it rougher. Engineers 

may also want to control small 

 
patches or pockets of geometry, working 

on the area of interest without changing 

the density of the entire model. The right 

solution should provide the flexibility to 

allow engineers to adjust the density for 

their specific needs. 

 

Modeling operations on mesh bodies 

Last, but no less important, engineers 

need to be able to perform geometric 

modeling operations on mesh bodies. 

For example, an engineer may need to 

add a protrusion, round or surface to 

models composed only of faceted geom- 

etry. Using mesh modeling capabilities, 

engineers can quickly and easily modify 

the model as if it had been built from 

scratch without transforming it into 

boundary representation (B-rep) 

geometry. 

 
 
 

 

Takeaways 

Each capability is vital when working 

with mesh bodies. Theoretically, an 

engineer could use a combination of 

capability-specific tools, but that would 

mean moving a model from one applica- 

tion to another and learning to use 

specific software. This is highly inefficient 

and can also result in translation errors 

and costly delays. An integrated solution 

is a much better choice. 



 

Solid Edge capabilities 
 

 

The geometry capabilities of Solid Edge® 

software offer a set of integrated tools to 

work with mesh bodies. This capability, 

called Convergent Modeling™ technol- 

ogy, enables engineers to work 

seamlessly with these geometry types, 

including those from 3D scanning, 

reverse engineering, simulation models, 

generative design and additive design. 

Convergent Modeling in Solid Edge 

Using Convergent Modeling, engineers 

can work on both facet and B-rep data in 

a consistent manner, using them together 

and without the need for conversion. 

They can seamlessly incorporate facet 

data from 3D scans and other sources 

into Solid Edge, which is part of the 

Xcelerator™ portfolio, the comprehensive 

and integrated portfolio of software and 

services from Siemens Digital Industries 

Software, and use a single set of model- 

ing tools to create and edit models based 

on that information. This eliminates 

errors and delays when converting facet 

and B-rep data formats. It also accelerates 

reverse engineering processes, as design 

modifications can be carried out on mesh 

bodies from the scan data. There are no 

lengthy conversion processes, no manual 

shape creation steps and no requirement 

to repeatedly build new surface models. 

Instead, engineers can use scan data and 

start designing immediately. 

Compatibility with other applications 

Using Convergent Modeling, engineers 

can send any mesh bodies directly for 

additive manufacturing or analysis. They 

can also continue to modify the design 

within Solid Edge. This removes the 

time-consuming triangular faceted-to- 

B-rep conversion step. That expedites the 

design process and removes inaccuracies 

while providing engineers with a consis- 

tent platform for their work. 

Engineers can also directly edit faceted 

3D models for additive manufacturing 

applications. Convergent Modeling 

removes many of the limitations associ- 

ated with traditional modeling 

applications. The solution allows engi- 

neers to optimize shapes from concept to 

reality, taking advantage of additive 

manufacturing techniques and materials. 



 

Mesh modeling in Solid Edge 
 

 

Solid Edge now provides a broad range of mesh modeling capabilities and features. 

These include: 

• Advanced modeling operations on mesh bodies: Solid Edge supports an increasing 

range of operations, including full Boolean functionality, extrusion, offsetting, 

hollowing, thickening and blending. These can be applied to both faceted and 

classic surfaces, even when they exist in the same model and when two formats 

interact 

• Mesh bodies support functions: To ensure the high quality and performance model- 

ing capabilities demanded by today’s engineering community, almost all B-rep 

modeling functions have been redeveloped for use on mesh bodies. These include 

unite, subtract and intersect operators, imprinting, sheet trimming and extension, 

profile sweeping, and spinning and patching of holes in 3D models 

• Mesh body interrogation and computation functions: These include geometric 

evaluations, mass properties, minimum/maximum distance and clash detection. 

As a result, engineers can quickly analyze a design while working across multiple 

workflows and adding precise analytic surface details 

• Additional facet mesh tools: This solution has additional features to fully integrate 

facet data in Parasolid® software. These include mesh body import tools such as 

data repair and optimization, repairing imported meshes and creating classic 

trimmed surfaces directly from a mesh 

 

Armed with these advanced capabilities, Solid Edge provides engineers with a flexible 

and robust solution. Facet and B-rep modeling are integrated, eliminating the need for 

any time-consuming and error-prone conversions. Convergent Modeling is an integral 

part of this solution, empowering engineers to seamlessly work across the many work- 

flows used in today’s product development lifecycle. This breaks down innovation 

barriers, reduces time-consuming design reworks and supports modern workflows to 

create the complex and optimized shapes today’s market demands. 

 

Learn more link: https://www.engineering.it/solid-

edge/portfolio/progettazione-3d/modellazione-convergente/ 
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